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Rain wreaks havoc on campus 
Converse Hall 
'steam-cleaned' 
By Mark Charnock 
staff writer  
This week's rains were a welcome 
sight to area farmers doing their fall 
planting, but didn't do much for the fall 
studying of Converse Hall residents 
Tuesday. 
Students were evacuated from 
Converse around 10:15 Tuesday night 
after a steam backup caused 
temperatures in the hall's mechanical 
room to exceed 200 degrees. 
"It was a direct result of the rains we 
previously had," said Phillip Deane, 
director of maintenance. "The manhole 
[behind Converse] filled with water. 
The water was boiling, and for some 
curious reason, it followed the pipe." 
The pipe goes directly into the 
mechanical room, which is adjacent to 
the hall's laundry room. When 
Converse resident advisers felt the heat, 
they called campus police, and four 
Harrisonburg fire companies were called 
to the scene. 
Although much of the manpower was 
purely precautionary, Capt. Nick Astarb 
of the Harrisonburg Fire Department 
said they have to go "the whole hundred 
yards on matters like this. 
"Getting the students out is our first 
priority," he said. "They don't usually 
care for it when they're partying or 
studying—not necessarily in that 
order—but our first priority is the 
students." 
Astarb said the department shut the 
steam down, and forced ventilation, so 
students could move back in as quickly 
as possible. 
"It's purely precuationary," Astarb 
said, "and it's really kind of a drag." 
Converse residents said they noticed 
the steam coming from the manhole 
cover for most of the week, and 
announcements were made in the hall to 
move bikes and other possessions away 
from the manhole cover to avoid the 
excess steam. 
Ironically, it was the second trip 
Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON 
Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN 
(Top) Steam pours out of a manhole cover outside Converse 
Hall Tuesday night. (Bottom) Workers inspect flood damage 
to railroad tracks Tuesday afternoon. 
outside for Converse residents that    steam coming out down there." 
night. 
"We had a fire drill around 8 tonight," 
said Lisa Briggs, whose room is on the 
first floor near the manhole cover. "It's 
been like this for a few days, all that 
The steam problem is a common one 
when the area gets a lot of rain, but the 
water has  never sent steam back 
See STEAM page 2 > 
Railroad tracks 
left high and dry 
By Amy Porter 
assistant news editor 
Rain poured down while everyone 
slept in the early Tuesday morning 
darkness, but the small river running 
through campus near the railroad tracks 
was wide awake. 
In fact, the river nudged awake a big 
pipe under the tracks behind the bus 
stop in Godwin lot. The pipe eroded and 
spilled water under the tracks, washing 
away dirt and gravel, leaving a gaping 
hole under the tracks, and preventing 
C&W trains from slowly chugging 
through campus. 
Later, when JMU students dragged 
themselves out of bed and trudged to 
morning classes, those that trekked the 
railroad tracks were detourcd. 
In fact, walking the tracks was pretty 
dangerous in the flooded area. Several 
ties were loose where the dirt and gravel 
were washed away. One misstep would 
have resulted in about a five-foot fall. 
But   C&W   workers   were   out 
Wednesday repairing the flood damage, 
resetting the pipes and filling in gravel 
' around them. 
The work ahead of them consists of 
putting sleepers under the track, said 
Phillip Deane, JMU's superintendent of 
maintenance. Because it's a continuous 
track, ties cannot be replaced. 
The ci feet on the railroad schedule 
wasn't traumatic, Deane said. 
"In all reality, all it did was cut the 
spur to McGahcysville off. The trestle 
that goes over the Shenandoah River 
was out anyway" because of last year's 
flood, he said. 
With the bridge out over the 
Shenandoah River the tracks were not 
used often. 
"From seeing what they [C&W 
workers] did today, within the next four 
or five days, they'll have it running 
again," Deane said. 
In the meantime, late risers on 
campus won't hear a long whistle 
whine from the old, slow C&W . 
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More funds to boost JMU, new VP says 
By Cathy Carey 
staff writer  
While facing his bookcase full of baseball caps, 
autographed baseballs and world series tickets, JMU's 
new vice president for advancement explained his plans 
to raise more money for JMU this year. 
Donald Lcmish, a former Big Ten umpire, said JMU 
must have a "total fund-raising program" if it is to 
become the best undergraduate university in the 
country. 
"I think it's somewhere very close to that right 
now," Lemish said. 
To reach and maintain that, JMU will require 
financial support beyond what taxpayers can support 
and students can pay through tuition and fees. 
"To achieve an eminence and a quality through and 
through, you have to have private gift support and you 
have to build an endowment to rely upon as well," 
Lemish said. 
He added that quality can be best maintained if JMU 
offers more faculty financial support and student 
scholarships. 
To help faculty, Lemish wants to raise more money 
for the eminent scholars program. The state would 
match these funds. 
The program will create 20 professorships and chair 
positions at JMU in a few years, he said. 
The money raised would allow the administration to 
hire an additional faculty member or supplement a 
faculty member's salary. He also said this program's 
reputation is important for JMU. 
"This gives prominence to specific departments. It's 
a prestigious thing in higher education to have an 
endowed professorship or chair," Lemish said. 
To benefit students, he hopes to raise $3.5 million 
for student scholarships to be given based on academic 
merit and financial need, he said. 
"With that kind of scholarship fund, it gives us the 
ability to maintain the diversity of the body," Lemish 
said. 
Although he would like to create this fund in five to 
Lemish proposes more financial support for faculty. 
six years, success depends on how quickly he can start    said, 
a deferred giving program, which he hopes will raise 
money too. 
He said he will start soliciting alumni soon to 
develop this program. These alumni won't be recent 
graduates, but those thinking about long-range 
financial planning or retirement 
He also said that his staff will be "working with 
people and making sure that Madison is included in 
their wills." 
One of Lemish's primary long-range goals is to start 
a multi-million dollar fund-raising campaign. 
However, he could not project a sum because the 
university will have to see how much people would be 
willing to contribute. 
Lemish's staff will contact people through mail 
appeals, telephone calls and visits to raise money, he 
Staff Dhoto by CATHY UDELL 
President Ronald Carrier's charisma and outgoing 
personality also will be an asset in raising private 
funds, he added. 
Lemish, who was vice president for institutional 
advancement and community relations at Longwood 
College for over five years, doesn't have doubts about 
his plans. 
"I don't have any doubts as far as 'Are we going to 
be successful?' or 'Can we be successful?' We're going 
to be successful," Lcmish said. 
"We want to have the best total institutional 
advancement program that any institution in the 
country like James Madison could possibly have," he 
said. 
"It's as simple as that. We want to be the besL" 
Students to assist in development center's services 
By Martin Romjue 
news editor 
Some business students this fall will be helping 
entrepreneurs and retailers in southwest Virginia find 
ways to increase productivity. 
JMU's College of Business is helping to-cstablish 
a business development center at Virginia Highlands 
Community College in Abingdon that will 
frequently use students' research to help locaj 
businesses expand and attract investors in 
Washington and Smyth counties, and Bristol. 
The College's Center for Entrepreneurship received 
a $65,000 grant from the Appalachain Regional 
Commission, and $32,000 from the Center for 
Innovative Technology in May to help VHCC 
establish the center. 
It is scheduled to open Oct. 6 and start taking 
clients later in the month. 
"JMU's role is to do research, and come up with a 
model for the center," said Dr. Robert Holmes, dean 
of the College of Business. "This is the first time 
we've entered into a cooperative venture with a 
community college." 
Students will help the center's clients determine 
the feasibility of product prototypes, train 
employees for new jobs, provide technical advice 
and find ways their businesses can solve marketing 
and management problems, said Bob Pengelly, 
assistant director of the venture assistance program 
at JMU's Center for Entrepreneurship. 
"Students are the tools and a fair majority of them 
will be doing hands-on client assistance," Pengelly 
said. "Students will be very involved with projects 
at the center." 
Holmes estimates about 100 to 150 students will 
help do research, and faculty members will guide 
them. 
"It gives students and faculty an opportunity to 
get their hands dirty with the real world of 
business," he said. 
This experience is useful-Tor students who will 
work for a growing number of small firms. Holmes 
said. 
"Right now we are primarily preparing students to 
work for big corporations," he said. 
But the College of Business must also train 
students to work for smaller firms because 
"deregulation has enabled smaller industries to take a 
piece°of the pie," he added, referring to increasing 
employment opportunities with smaller businesses. 
Students working for the center will come from 
different academic departments in the College of 
Business, Pengelly said. Students can also get credit 
for their work. Holmes added. 
Students and faculty at VHCC also will do similar 
research. Officials there hope the center will boost" 
the region's economy. 
"We've lost three major plants in the past six 
I months," said Jack Gardner, a VffcC spokesman. 
Southwest Virginia's unemployment rate is about 
20 to 30 percent. Holmes said. e 
.   Plant closings have resulted in 2JJ00 laid-off 
employees in six months, Gardner added. 
"The center will help businesses here and attract 
others," he said. "JMU is a powerful institution to 
help attract industries to this area." 
Gardner added that the center will be a liaison 
between local Chambers of Commerce, businesses 
and potential outside investors. 
He said VHCC "recognized the talent andability 
JMU has in higher education and how it wilfhave a 
tremendous influence on us arid the community." 
. 
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More IS Better 
H*. Manor, ,He uU^ene „*** —»» 
More Room 
Spacious 2 & 3 bedroom 
apartments with two full 
baths in each. 
4 Bedroom Townhouses 
w/2 1/2 baths in each. 
More Amenities 
• Fire places in most units 
• Private balconies and patios 
• Completely furnished and 
luxuriously appointed 
• Wall to wall carpeting 
• European kitchens with 
dishwasher, disposal, refrigerator 
and self cleaning range 
• Cathedral ceiling with clerestory 
windows on all top floor units 
t  Full laundry facilities 
Cable TV 
\  Beautifully landscaped with 
spectacular views 
• PLUS air conditioning, ceiling 
fans, abundant storage space and 
much more. 
More Fun 
• Swimming Pool 
• Hot Tub 
t Fitness Center kitrhen 9 Private party room w/ kitchen 
, Tennis Court ^^^ 
.PLltfhundreds of your friends 
and classmates 
n u>y "w- -»»-
No One Offers You More f- 
_•-       ' ^^ ' 1—| 
/ 
MTDJSOy 
>L?XOR 
Ca// Madison Manor today 
for rental information 
and reservations. 
434-6166 
*>v> 
I 
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- Sororities move in, adjust to new Greek Row houses 
For Delta Gamma and Alpha Chi Omega 
sororities, there's no place like home. 
The sororities moved into the last two houses on 
Greek Row last week. They had been living at the 
Regency Motor Inn on Forest Hill Road. 
Although the sisters are looking forward to living 
on Greek Row, they admitted the move wasn't 
problem-free. 
"It was a pain to be in the Regency for five days," 
said Andi Lubore, a junior in Alpha Chi Omega. 
Two other houses are still under construction, and 
Sigma Pi and Lambda Chi Alpha fraternities are 
scheduled to move in next month. 
Inconveniences followed the sororities to Greek 
Row where they found that key appliances such as 
washers, dryers, stoves and refrigerators were not 
hooked up yet. 
Also, the phone systems for the two sororities arc 
reversed — Delta Gamma has Alpha Chi's phone 
numbers and Alpha Chi has Delta Gamma's. 
A lesser problem includes poor lighting on 
sidewalks near the houses. Even though 
security is not ideal, members in both sororities said 
it will improve as the other houses and more 
sidewalks are completed. 
Michael Way, JMU Greek coordinaior.-said the 
appliances will be hooked up as soon as possible. 
"There are always going to be last-minute things 
that need to be corrected," Way said. 
Despite the problems, the two sororities are 
pleased with their new houses. 
Delta Gamma house manager Kcrri Sattlcr said, 
"It's great. Now we can actually be more involved 
and feel like Greeks." 
— Lisa Levenberg 
Columnist, 
court reporter, 
Nobel scholar 
to speak at JMU 
Two prominent journalists and a nobel prize 
winner will speak as part of JMU's 1987 Fall Arts 
and Sciences Symposium. 
The symposium will center on the topic "Madison 
Legacy: The Constitution Today," and will be held 
Sept.   14-16. 
James J. Kilpatrick, a conservative columnist, and 
Lyle Denniston, Supreme Court reporter for the 
Baltimore Sun, will debate in a presentation titled 
"Pressing Contemporary Constitutional Issues: An 
Exchange of Views" on Monday at 7:30 p.m. in 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. * 
James Buchanan, winner of the 1986 Nobel Prize 
for Economic Science, will deliver a lecture "The 
Justification of the Compound Republic" on 
Monday at 3 p.m. in Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 
Kilpatrick is a syndicated columnist and former 
editor of the Richmond News Leader. He also 
lectures on public affairs and appears as a television 
commentator. 
Denniston, a liberal and free press advocate, also 
is a consultant to PBS's MacNeil/Lchrcr Newshour 
and teaches law at Georgetown University. 
Buchanan is director of the Center for the Study of 
Public Choice at George Mason University and has 
authored and co-authored numerous books and 
articles on Constitutional issues. 
Other symposium events include: 
• Jude Dougherty, dean of the School of 
Philosophy at Catholic University, will discuss the 
relationship between church and state on Tuesday at 
7:30 p.m. in Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 
His lecture is titled "The Establishment Clause: 
Forty Years of Judicial Interpretation." Dougherty 
has written numerous articles and books on ethics, 
religion and the history of philosophy. 
•David Olson, professor and head of the political 
science department at the University of North 
Carolina-Greensboro, will present a lecture titled 
"The U.S. Constitution Mn Comparative 
Perspective" on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 
The College of Letters and Sciences 
1987 ARTS AND SCIENCES SYMPOSIUM 
MADISON'S LEGACY: THE CONSTITUTION TODAY 
Tuesday, September 1 - Wednesday, September 23 
ARTISTS' BOOKS:  THE BOOK UNBOUND 
An Art Exhibition 
Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30 P.M.; 7:00-9:00 P.M. 
Saturday and Sunday 1:00-5:00 P.M. 
Sawhill Gallery, Duke Fine Arts Building, JMU 
Monday, September 14 
THE JUSTIFICATION OF THE COMPOUND REPUBLIC 
Professor James M. Buchanan. George Mason University 
Recipient of the 1986 Nobel Prize for Economic Science. 
3:00 P.M., Grafton-Stovall Theatre. JMU 
PRESSING CONTEMPORARY CONSITTUTIONAL ISSUES: 
AN EXCHANGE OF VIEWS 
Mr. James J. Kilpatrick, Columnist, Author, Television Commentator 
and 
Mr. Lyle W. Denniston, Baltimore Sun Supreme Court Reporter. Author, 
Adjunct Professor, Georgetown University 
7:30 P.M.. Grafton-Stovall Theatre. JMU 
Tuesday, September 15 
ARTISTS' BOOKS IN CONTEXT 
Mr. Kevin Osborn. Book Artist 
4:30 P.M.. Rom A200. Duke Fine Arts Building. JMU 
THE ESTABLISHMENT CLAUSE:  FORTY YEARS OF 
JUDICIAL INTERPRETATION 
Professor Jude P. Dougherty, Deair of the School of Philosophy, 
Catholic University 
7:30 P?M., Grafton-Stovall Theatre, JMU 
Wednesday, September 16 
THE  U.S. CONSTITUTION IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE 
Professor David M, Olson, Head. Political Science Department, 
University of North Carolina, Greensboro 
7:30 P.M.. Grafton-Stovall Theatre, JMU 
Free Admission-Public Invited 
60 WEST WATER ST. HARRISONBURG. VIRGINIA 
I 
College courses for career success. 
LEADERSHIP LABORATORY, MSCI10O 
1 CREDIT, 1 SECTION. 
INTRODUCTION TO ORIENTEERING, MSCI102/PE, 
152, 2 CREDITS, 2 SECTIONS. 
INTRODUCTION TO ROTC, MSCI 105, 
1 CREDIT, 3 SECTIONS. 
COMPARATIVE MILITARY SYSTEMS, MSCI 210, 
2 CREDITS, 1 SECTION. 
ARMY RESER\f OFFICERS TRAINING i^ORPS 
CONTACT:   CPT KIMMEL   (703) 568-6264 
Stadium  F211 
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Before you choose a long distance 
service, take a close look. 
You may be thinking about 
choosing one of the newer 
.carriers over AT&T in order to 
saw money. 
Think again. 
Since January 198". AT&T's 
rates have dropped more than 
15% for direct-dialed out-of- 
state calls. So they're lower thai 
you probably realize. For infor- 
mation on specific rates, vou 
can call us at 1 800 222-0300. 
And AT&T offers clear long 
distance connections, operator 
assistance. 24-hour customer 
service, and immediate credit 
tor wrong numbers, hus. vow 
can use AT&T to call from 
anywhere to anywhere, all over 
the United States and to over 
250 countries. 
Vou might be surprised at 
how good a value AT&T really 
is. So before you choose a • 
ong distance company, pick 
up the phone. 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
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POLICEFILE 
Undercover agent 
alerts local police 
of party violations 
By Keith Perry 
police reporter 
Campus police judicially charged six JMU students 
for minor alcohol policy violations after local 
Alcoholic Beverage Control officials took an 
undercover action. 
Complaints made by an anonymous source led the 
ABC to send an undercover officer to the Kappa Sigma 
and Sigma Nu fraternity houses. The officials were 
concerned that a local distributor was supplying free 
beer to the fraternities. 
The ABC charges have not been filed yet, but 
campus police charged four students with underage 
consumption, and two with providing alcohol to 
minors. 
A judicial charge is made when university policy is 
violated. It is reviewed by university officials. Police 
do not release the names of the student judicially 
charged. 
Campus police reported the following incidents: 
Attempted   armed   robbery 
•A white male reportedly pulled a pocket knife on a 
JMU student on the steps between Gibbons Dining Hall 
and Godwin Hall about 9:35 p.m. Sunday, and 
demanded the student's food. 
The suspect, who was described as being six feet 
tall and wearing blue jeans and a blue bandana, 
reportedly kicked the student in the mouth and fled. 
The student was not injured, police said. 
Driving under the Influence: 
•Student Dean M. Halberg, 24, of Newport News, 
was arrested and charged with DUI about 9:45 p.m. 
Friday on Bluestone Drive, police said. 
•Student Stuart C. Cook, 22, of Mechan'icsville, was 
arrested and charged with DUI about 1:15 a.m. Sunday 
on Bluestone Drive, police said. 
• Non-student Joseph T. Crawford, 19, of Mt. 
Crawford, was arrested and charged with DUI about 
12:45 a.m. Saturday on Duke Drive West, police said. 
•Non-student Austin R. Nammac, 22, of Alexandria, 
was arrested and charged with DUI about 12:45 a.m. 
Friday at the intersection of Duke Drive West and Paul 
Street, police said. 
Larceny 
•A bike seat and seat post reportedly were stolen 
from a Trek bike parked in front of Keezell Hall between 
7 and 10 p.m. September 3. The items were valued at 
$60, police said. 
•Lock-lids reportedly were stolen from nine washing 
machines in Hillside Hall betweeen August 27 and 
September 3, police said. The missing lids enabled 
students to wash clothes free, but also exposed them 
to possible electric shock. No values were listed for 
the lids. 
•Medicine valued at $14 reportedly was stolen from 
a professor's desk in Anthony-Seeger Hall about 12:45 
p.m. Friday, police said. 
• Blocking sled pads reportedly were stolen from 
sleds near Godwin Hall between 6 p.m. September 3 
and 2 p.m. September 4. The pads were valued at 
$224, police said. 
•A Sanyo portable radio, model number MZZ40K, 
reportedly was stolen from a suite in Chappalear Hall 
between 10 p.m. Friday and 12 noon Saturday. The 
radio was valued at $250, police said. 
•Several articles reportedly were stolen from a 1978 
Ford van parked in P-lot between 6:45 p.m. Saturday 
and 9 a.m. Sunday. 
A Sears circular saw, valued at $75, and a Black and 
Decker hand sander and a carry-all bag valued at $15 
each reportedly were stolen. 
The bag contained a woman's sweater, valued at 
$35, a child's jacket, valued at $5, and two framed 
Karate certificates, each worth $5. 
The  name   Matthew  Miller was  printed  on the 
certificates. 
•A Schwinn Traveler 12-speed bicycle was stolen 
from a bike rack outside Chandler Hall between 8 p.m. 
September 2 and 8 a.m. September 4, police said. The 
bike, serial number E733188, was valued at $350. 
Underage  consumption 
•A female student, 18, was charged judicially with 
underage consumption of alcohol and drunk In public 
about 11:45 p.m. Friday at the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity 
house, police said. 
•A female student, 18, was charged judicially with 
underage consumption of alcohol about 12:30 a.m. 
Sunday in A lot, police said. 
Vandalism 
•A screen in Harrison Hall was ripped between 3 
p.m. Saturday and 8:30 a.m. Monday, police said. The 
screen was valued at $20. 
VOTE  VOTE   VOTE   VOTE   VOTE 
S.G.A 
Elections 
9q.m. - 7p.m, 
P.O. Ballroom 
VOTE VOTE VOTE  VOTE VOTE 
. ,.■ !■::•£>:W:' ::v: :rV*::<£:>:S*&-;: ^-Sj^-SSiiTv::;^ 
START HERE 
THE DOMINO'S PIZZA 
TUITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
Earn money for school tuition 
by working at Domino's Pizza! 
2. 
3 
To be eligible, an employee must meet all current requirements for 
employment at Domino's Pizza: 
Own car, insurance, driver's license 
Good driving record 
At least 18 years of age 
Student must work a minimum of ten (10) hours per week, every week. 
You will accrue points for each hour worked, which can be applied to 
a fund for your next semester's tuition. 
Other benefits include: Flexible hours and days; potential to earn $7-10 
per hour on the job; company-paid training; other lucrative incentive pro- 
grams, such as Vehicle Maintenance 
If interested, call or stop 
by your local Domino's 
Pizza store anytime after 
3 p.m., any day of the week 
31 Miller Circle: 433-2300 
22 Terri Drive: 433-3111  
11 
\. 
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How   do   you   spell   success? 
A-D-V-E-R-T-I-S-E! 
€M <68-<5§2><6 
for more information 
SKATE TOWN 
All JMU Students 
Skate FREE 
Thursday, Sept. 10th 
and 24th from 
7:30- 10p.m. 
Skate Rentals 
.75 
For More Information call] 
433-1834 
Restaurant 
ATTENTION 
THE  HARRISONBURG   FIRE  DEPARTMENT 
NEEDS  YOU!!! 
MALE AND FEMALE VOLUNTEEB FIRE FIGHTER 
POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE 
BENEFITS: Pride and personal satisfaction in helping the 
community 
Exciting challenge of helping save lives and 
property 
All fire equipment provided at our expense 
Advanced training provided 
Full insurance coverage if injured 
Opportunity to acquire skills and references 
that can benefit you after school 
CONTACT: 
PHONE: 
\ 
Harrisonburg Fire Department 
Fire Station #1 
80 Maryland Ave. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
434-4435 or 434^8085- 
Crew Members 
Opportunity Made 
Just for You 
Taco Bell has a great 
opportunity for you to 
make the most of your 
time and talent. Join us 
as a Taco Bell Crew 
Member and gain 
valuable work experience 
as well as extra cash. 
In return for your energy 
and enthusiasm, you'll 
receive: 
• Flexible shifts 
and work hours 
• Pay  Increase 
after 90 days 
• Complete  training 
program 
• Company-provided 
uniforms 
• Discounted  meals 
A Pep*Co  Inc  Company 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
■   
,'.'. 
FOR   RENT 
Bt • 1 year, $30 plus deposit. 433-0313, 
Rob. 
Housemate Needed • $105/mo + 1/4 
utilities. 7 minute walk to class & close to 
downtown. It interested call 434-1942. 
Female Roommate Needed to share a 
spacious 3 BR townhouse. Own BR, only 
$l26/mo. Call Paula at 433-7853. 
University Place - New 4 BR, 2 bath, 
completely furnished with furniture, 
microwave, W/D. Single room $195, share 
room $165. 433-8822. 
Female Student Housing - 2 blocks from 
JMU campus. $175/mo. utilities included. 
Cable TV, large backyard. Call 434-7685. 
Storage Units - Have a lot of extra stuff 
from your dorm or apartment? Call us, 
433-8283. $20/mo. 10x6x10. Go in with a 
friend. 
1112 Mountain View Dr. - 1 female, 
$125/mo. + utilities. Call Gerald Faulkner, 
434-9922. 
1113 D Reservoir - College Station. Female, 
completely furnished, $190/mo. + utilities. 
Call Hugh Wallace or J.T. Rogers, 
434-9922. 
FOR   SALE 
Sengers No. 2 ,128 W. Bruce St., (good) 
used furniture, antiques & lots misc. items. 
Ccme by & browse. 
Yard Sale - Sat., Sept. 12, 8-11 am 
College grad needs to sell. Bed, TV, 
furniture, bike, beer tap & cooler, women, 
men & army clothes, more! 305 W. Bruce 
St. In back parking lot. 
Great Party Car - $350 or best offer. 
Mercury. Call 433-8283. 
Twin Bed With Brass Headboard - Good 
condition. Call Vicki, 433-3825. Asking 
$75.  
Guild Burnsld* Combination 
electric/acoustic guitar. $200, x5295. 
Dorm    Fridge  -  Good  condition. 
$l25/negotiable. Call x5657. 
JVC R-Kid Stereo Receiver - Looks Mw 
new/sounds excellent. $100 firm. Call 
Adam, 434-6628. 
Jensen 5-Band Equalizer for your car 
stereo. Like new, $50. Call Amanda, 
433-2179. 
Moped -1983 Sachs, automatic, 80 mpg, 
$225/best Offer. 433-3752^  
is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 
hrouah the U.S. government? Get the 
tacts toiy? Call 1-312-742-1142. Ext. 
5090. 
Toyota 1983 Tercel Wagon 4x4 - High 
mileage, excellent condition. 896-2915. 
HELP    WANTED 
Managers Needed - Women's Basketball 
Contact Betsy Blose x6513 
Cocktail Wain-ess - Hard working, neat, 
dependable, good personality. Experience 
preferred but willing to train. Must be 21. 
Belle Meade. 
Bartender - Hard working, neat, 
dependable, good personality. Experience 
preferred, but willing to train. Must be 21. 
For Friday & Saturday nights. Belle Meade. -J 
Permanent Hair Removal - Advanced 
electrolysis. For appointment call 
433-9444. 
Need Image Consultant/Color Analyst 
Training. Call Ms. Clark, 363-5882. 
Ambulance Attendant - E.M.T. required, 
full or part-time. Kyger & Trobouqh. 
434-1359. 
Tutors Needed - Tutors needed in nearly all 
JMU subject areas. Please come by the 
Counseling & Student Development Center 
to pick up your application. 
Donegan's Pub is looking for energetic, take 
charge barmaid for weekends. 4 pm- 
midnight. $3/hr. plus good tips. 433-1689. 
$10-660 Weekly/Up mailing circulars! Rush 
self-addressed, stamped envelope. Dept. 
AN-7CC-ER, 9300 Wilshire, Suite 470, 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212. 
1 Of Nation's Top 50 Retailers looking to 
fill part-time positions for the following: 
clerks, cashiers. Flexible hours. Equal 
opportunity employer. Apply in person 
Nichols, S Main St., Harrisonburg, VA. 
Econo Lodge Needs Desk Clerks for 
Thursday, Friday 4 Saturday, 3 pm-11 pm 
4 11 pm - 7 am. Good working environment. 
Apply at office, 10 am -3pm. 
Want Horse Lover - Nice recreation from 
studying. Horses to train, horses to ride, 
hunter, pleasure. Experience preferred. 
249-4266. Kathy Johnson. 
Photographers wanted to photograph 
campus party events. No experience, no 
equipment necessary. Fun work! Call Janet 
804-565-3362. 
LOST   &    FOUND 
Lost Keys On <DM Key Ring - It found 
call Barbara, 433-3018. 
Lost White Vuamets in Ai.thony-Seeger 
last Thursday. Desperate! 433-2179. 
SERVICES 
Celebrate Fall At The Country Place - 
Lodging & camping on the Shenandoah 
River. Modem facility camping. 2 BR chalet 
or 5 BR lodge, mountain view decks, 
fireplaces, 42 miles NW of JMU. Contact 
Gail Price, Communication Dept. or 
1-743-4007 evenings. 
Resumes That Workl Get ready for those 
interviews now. Professionally written/ 
typeset quality. Visa/MC/Check. 
434-3063, it's worth it. 
Widow Kip's Bed & Breakfast in Mt. 
Jackson. Canopied beds, private baths, 
fireplaces in all BRs, separate cozy 
cottage. $45-65 for 2. 477-2400. 
Need A DJ - See Rocken Ron at JM's PO 
Box 1138. 
Research Papers - 15,278 available! 
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idsbfi, 
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free 
(800) 351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or 
COD. 
WANTED 
3 Rides Needed to the Dead, 9/13. Call 
Ashley, x5956. 
Drummer Needed to complete R&R band. 
Call Tom after 6. 434-7810. 
PERSONALS 
Ratflel Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 
WCC Patio. Held by <t>X0. 9-3. Drawings 
on Friday. First Prize $25 Gift Certificate 
from Calhoun's. 
Madison Cycling Meeting - Sept. 16, WCC 
Rm. B at 6 or call Michael, 434-8164. 
Every Sunday Is Super Sunday at Mr. 
Gatti's in the Cloverleaf Shopping Mall. 
Check it out Sun., Sept. 13. 
Attention JMU Women - Rush registration 
will be Sept. 7-15 from 10-3 daily in the 
IFC/Panhellenic Office. 
Attention All Freshmenl If you're interested 
in running for a Class Council office, pick up 
an application at the Activities Desk, WCC. 
Deadline is 9/17; L-206, Campus Mail. 
Continue the tradition! 
More Than Just A Line On Your Resume! 
MMA members old & new find out how to 
get ahead tonight 6:30 pm, Godwin 344. 
CARS - Catch A Ride Safety. A free ride 
home for JMU faculty, staff & students. 
Friday & Saturday, 11 pm to 3 am. 
433-CARS. 
  ... 
International Business Club - 1st meeting 
today, 5:30. Rm. C, WCC. 
Sorority Rush '87 - Don't miss your chance! 
Your Complete Gaming Headquarters are 
at Eagle Comics. 433-8283. 
Best Prices - T-shirts, sweatshirts, hats, 
stadium cups. Customize Anything! 
433-3734. 
Rush '87 - Don't miss it! 
Holly P -1 am thinking of you 1 more month 
till 21. Love, Bunge. 
R. Julian - Forgive my cutesy-ness, but... 
like wow, you know? Jacqueline 
All New & Old Madison Marketing 
Association encouraged to attend 1st 
meeting at 6:30 tonight, Rm. 344, Godwin. 
Student Special - Backscratcher Glass 
Glaze nails, $45 for full set. By Phyllis, 
Hair Loft, 433-3446. 
If You Don't Want To Go Home with the 
people you went out with, call CARS. 
433-CARS. 
Attention JMU Women - Rush registration 
will be Sept. 7-15, from 10-3 daily in the 
IFC/Panhellenic Office. 
Raffle! Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 
WCC Patio. Held by «t>X0. 9-3. Drawings 
on Friday. First Prize $25 Gift Certificate 
from Calhoun's. 
Madison Cycling Meeting - Sept. 16, WCC 
Rm. B at 6 or caH Michael, 434-8164. 
Every Time The  Redskins  Score - 
Somebody wins! Sun., Sept. 13 at Mr. 
Gatti's. 
All Prospective HRM'ers & HRM Majors are 
invited to a farm party at 4 on Mon., Sept. 
14. See the HRM bulletin board for ride 
information. Don't miss the furies 
Sorority Rush '87 - Don't miss your chance! 
Attention All Freshmen! If you're interested 
in running for a Class Council office, pick up 
an application at the Activities Desk, WCC. 
Deadline is 9/17; L-206, Campus Mail. 
Continue the tradition! 
Madison Marketing Association - 1st 
meeting, tonight, 6:30, Godwin 344. 
OLA Freg - You're a fake partjer. 
Heaver - To let you know, you can shower 
with us anytime, can't wait to see those 
pics. Do you know your limit? Better cut 
those coolers to 2! Yack & Ralph 
Bryan K. James - Heard you got a new pair 
of skis...hope they can.last at least 1 
season. 1380J 
Hey Ana Marl & Katy - You have been 
elected the 2 coolest chicks, dames & 
broads at JMU! 52G Studs 
Tricia - Congrats! 13% L is psyched that 
you're tying the knot! 
Rush '87 - Don't miss it! 
Introducing Super Sundays at Mr. Gattis. 
Come out, watch the Redskins score & win! 
CARS   -  It's safe.  It's quick.   It's 
confidential. It's free! 433-CARS. 
• « 
TS-^ 
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VRMF Presents 
» t Tirs NtvHIa Brotntrs 
Skip Castro  Indecision 
Paris Match 
THE GRATEFUL DEADS 
FAVORITE OPENING ACT •*.<* BrDCws COSKS »»s **o f ever Tei «,.«* « 
[ «*» ne> ooc»*| way Do wnaev^f» Takes 
Sunday September 20     12:00 Noon - 6:00pm 
Van Ripers Lake T.ckeis  Avanaoie  at 
MIDWAY MARKET 
OR \, 
CALL v 
433-7111 
$9 00  in   advance 
Limited   Availability 
information 
(804)     296-8805 
|804)     979-4842 
Good  Food    Co»d  Beverages 
Big  Jim's  Barbeque 
*>W* <y   ,.» ESTYIES FURNITURE 
42' West Mam Sfee- 
Cnariottesviiie 
295-3410 
No  Bomes   Cans  or Coolers 
la «• W* or s*v*>a ncitntrr ni» ovtcan w* M nan a Urn / Tra. «« Cnnns« fife 
StafeyH. Kaplan 
The SMART MOVE! 
PREPARATION FOR: 
GMAT-LSAT-GRE 
Enrolling   now   for   Fall   classes 
1928  Arlington   Blvd.,    (804) 979-3001 Charlottaavtlla      22903    »»""*#»'» """ 
Vee^ ftiace 
Chinese and rBar-(B-Que Carry Out 
"Why £0 out for C'Xl't&S'E JO&D, 
■when you can have it dedveredfresh and hot 
to yourvtace on or off campus!!! 
LOOK FOR INSERT IN MONDAY'S BREEZE! 
434-4653 
434-3003 
Off campus minimum S 10.00 purchase 
Check + S.25 Charge 
VISA-MASTER CARD-CHOICE 
n^—^^Mjnimur^5O(^r^0Charge 
-*€> 
NAUTILUS FITNESS CENTER 
Fall 
Aerobic 
Classes 
Now 
Forming 
-& & 
*•£ FALL AEROBIC SCHEDULE 
MON. TUE.        WED       THUR.       FRI.        SAT. 
«E-D3JCS 
,,._-- 
ADVANCE 
:-'.".:;-;; 
PK> 
-E-IEIE 
-:: ='.' 
son 
MPAC1 
-E=:E:: 
HJOPM 
ABVAHCE 
-E«;E:S 
. PM 
-QUA 
~E=:E: = 
6.30 PM 
BEGINNERS 
AEROBHCS 
-:.-Y:E 
;E=:E:E 
-:,-'.:E 
fiEAOBCS 
ADVANCE 
-E=:E:S 
: :•: AV 
-E=:=;CS   3:: 
5 30 PV 4 00 D7 
SOFT 
■ 
AQUA 
-E = D3ICS 
6 30 PM 
Dl—.   ii..    „ 
-E=:3.CS 
5 30 PM 
ADVANCE 
Call lor FREE TRIAL NAUTILUS Of XE8QB ! WORKOUT 
AEROBIC CLASSES FREE WITH ANY NEW MEMBERSHIP 
NAUTILUS 
FITNESS 
•U2S i' 
*  CENTER 
HARBlSOXBUBG V* 
433-3434 
I   niiia   ■•» TUBS «TMt*S 10 A*   »« 
UT iiuimsw MM  
. 
McDottafdi 
WANTED 4^/Y\ 
Hardworking, enthusiastic individuals 
looking for a position offering: 
■ 
-FLEXIBLE HOURS 
-free uniforms 
-meal benefits 
-incentive programs 
■mP«OT-n,tXfor advancement 
-make friends, have fun while 
making money 
-starting rate $3.50 
w « a. wain St., Thursdays 1-4 pm. 
For appointment contact 
lonia Simmons 
434-6061 
(0 
Raffle! Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 
WCC Patio. Held by <J>X9. £3. Drawings 
on Friday. First Prize $25 Gift Certificate 
from Calhoun's. 
Attention All Freshmen! If you're interested 
in running for a Class Council office, pick up 
an application at the Activities Desk, WCC. 
Deadline is 9/17; L-206, Campus Mail. 
' Continue the tradition! 
Thursday Nlte at 5:30.:. come to BSU 
fellowship! Singing, speakers and fun! Don't 
eat first 'cause we go to Dukes together 
afterward. 
Friday Night Bible Study this week at 6:30 
at the BSU center on corner of Cantrell 
and Main. Come on out. 
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Help suppport Logans Run at Players 
tonight. All ages admitted. 
Sean P. McMenamin- Let's rage Saturday! 
I'll provide the keg, you provide the 
fun-soccer team or not. Lots of laughs, 
Amy 
Madison Cycling Meeting - Sept. 16, WCC 
Rm. B at 6 or call Michael, 434-8164. 
Make $1000 In 1 Week! Fraternity, sorority, 
student organization needed for campus 
marketing project. Must be motivated & 
organized 433-3734. 
Rush The Tradition Of Excellence - TKE 
Little Sisters. Interested? Contact Judi, 
Box 1187. 
There's A Comic Book Shop here in the 
Burg! 1 mile from campus! Eagle Comics & 
Collectible Brokerage. 433-8283, 305 W. 
Bruce St., look for sign. 
21-year-olds-opposed to no kegs in dorms? 
Listen to speak out and sign the petition! 
Don't let them take away your privilege. 
Rock trivia — Mondays at JM's, sponsored 
by Lamda Chi Alpha. 
Come off campus and find the real 
fraternity experience-TKE. 
TKE Rush is now. S. Main St You 
know the place. Join the tradition of 
excellence. 
and 
~J> 
PVB&OELL 
present 
AD TRIVIA 
Q. Find the display ad in the Breeze 
With 20 lOWer Case t'S. Hint: it's Golden! 
And win a sub and medium soft drink 
of your choice from JM's 
How To Win: 
Just fill out the coupon below and bring 
it to The Breeze office in the basement 
of Anthony-Seeger TODAY between 
9 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
The first five people with the^correct^answer WIN 
A.  
Name  
Students toK^^""^^^^"^*^ not eligible t0 W'n" Winners of Ad Trivia are not eligible to win again this semester. 
Fntrants must present valk       Jowin^ 
Having a party? Then you need music. 
BackTrax has it all, give us a cajl 433-5547 
ask for Chad or Greg. 
Experienced waitress needed. Apply in 
person at China Inn, 68 Carlton St. 
Way to go Captain Kim. The Crunch will 
soon be coming your way. Glen 
Cathy, Lawrence, and Mark- Thanks for 
putting up with our pickiness (horizontal & 
right & dead space) and for taking certain 
last-minute pics! Cathy and Sonny 
Who needs rush? Come to the Kappa Mu 
Mu's annual "FLUSH." Flushees can have 
their hands soaped, branded, and rinsed at 
the University Farm commode. Meet at 
Godwin Hall bus stop Friday, at 7 p.m. Get 
plyched, get off, freshen up. 
Impress a friend - send a Balloongram 
Monday 9-4, WCC patio. Sponsored by 
Kappa Kappa Psi. 
Waitresses needed. All hours open, 
especially lunches. Apply in person. Jess' 
Lunch. 
Skin Care and Glamour Products available. 
Call Kimberly at 433-6934 for a free 
complimentary facial. 
Congratulations Captain Kim Crawford. 
Good luck this season! Robyn, Mel, Colleen, 
and A.J. 
Hey Sexy Body - What's your definition of 
dirty baby??!! 
Taco Bell is now hiring! Apply in person at 
1680 E Market St. 
K.S. Crawford - Two suggestions: Beat 
UVa and eat at R.J.'s more often 
JMU Duke Supporter T-shirts. See a 
AXA. wo color T's for only $7.00. 5reat 
show ot spirit. 
Andria - I'm still watching you. Your 
secretly, unabashedly secret admirer. 
Wayd - Sorry if I'm impossible. But ya know 
me - life wouldn't be life without a little 
drama now and then. 
aiui JJl^tSHOP 
Remembering Relatives 
On Their Special Occasions 
Will Assure Checks 
And Cash On Your Birthday 
Plan Ahead - 
Send A Card From 
BILLS -fL^u^^ SHOP 
Located in downtown Harrisonburg 
\-\ 
—— ■— 
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Nothing Less 
Than Guess 
Let your eye for fashion zander 
into your casual wardrobe. 
Guess leather-trimmed denim. 
It's casual. It's basic. 
But is it ever exciting! 
A fashion-forward look in denim. 
From Guess-. 
Denim jacket of 100:: cotton. 
Indigo trimmed in brown leather. 
S-XL. S200. 
Denim pants of 100-" 1 cotton. 
Indigo trimmed in brown leather. 
Sizes 27-38. $68 
Also available: 
Khaki jacket trimmed in leather. 
S-XL. S200. 
Khaki jeans trimmed in leather, 
sizes 27-38. S68. 
utggev. of v»i>e, 14> . -- ..f    .,  .    . 
■ ■  ess 
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BLOOM COUNTY Berke Breathed     THE FAR SIDE—Gary Larson 
50.you,un, 
PONT WANT 
w WATCH 
ONEOF 
Those New 
'COLORIZEP" 
CLASSIC 
MOVIES f 
NO. FWP NEITHER. 
po XWANTANY 
FROZEN TOfU 
'NEW' MSN'T 
NECESSARILY 
MEAN'GOOP,' 
OLIVER. 
/ 
C¥IP... 
PONT SAY IT. 
I KNOW WHAT 
YOU'RE GOING 
TO SAY ANP 
PONT SAY IT. 
PAP. 
i CANT nem 
YCH/ I'M NOT 
USTBNlNb.- 
&ABLA YOU'RE JUST 
GETTING 
OLP. 
m 
60 10Y0VK ROOM 
SON. iu BE IN 
WITH me ANTS 
ANP MOLASSES 
PRESENTLY. 
) 
imiOHT..MTUP 
MISTER OLIVER 
■MOPERN nines" 
JONES ' 
1 1 ENRAPTVREP WITH ALL THAT'S N€VJ, EH1 FORGOTTEN THE BEUNEP THINGS OF YOUR PAST, EH *... MKE NG, YOUR Of 
TEPPY. EH t 
W m m 
FOX A HecK OF 
f\ MMT, doppy 
MY.' 
I 
EXCUSE ME. IS THIS GOING 
TO BE A PICKENS-ESQUL 
NIWlWKE WITH A MESSAGE" 
OR RATHER A TWILIGHT ZONLISH 
"ENPUP IN HELL' 
SORT OF TWN6? 
AIN'T 
TELUN' 
SOME CLOSET'  ' 
COMPUTER GAMES ' 
LASER TA6'.' 
"RAM0O GERM 
WARFARE GRENAPE   \ 
LAUNCHER:.. HA'.' 
I AM A 
MOPERN 
FELLOW. 
THESE ARE 
MOPERN 
TIMES. \ 
HOLLOW TIMES' 
SHALLOW VMES' 
YOU HITECH 
TOTS WILL 
NEVER KNOW 
THE COMFORT 
OF A /weepy 
ANPY'.' 
1 HAVE ONE' THERE 
RIGHT THERE.' 
UNPER THE 
■OFFICIAL 
MICHAEL JACKSON 
CAUCASIAN KIT~' 
AN OL' 
RAO&EPY 
mpy7 
/ 
m n 
ACTVALLY, 
IT'S 
SORT OF 
NEW 
1 
"ANATOMICALLY 1 
ACCURATE 
ANPY. •        1 1 \     1 
UGLY MOTHER 
A TRAVELER'S 
GUIDE TO 
NottWEftl VA. 
IWU ANt BUiA 
WrrHYDoA 
£Ott>£ 
3VFF FAflCAS 
CDSVTELOPQJ) 
TO <*A tov/eiv, 
SU6u«S'.   LtTME 
i^TtfODUCE VOO To 
r\EET PTlSTeK PojSw/^ 
ANH /H'ISTR 5Qui«fta, 
f\L$6 KNOWM AS 
fMSrf* RoiU> frxzA 
•W«A! 
Ad£tr mey A 
That evening, with her blinds pulled, Mary 
had three helpings of corn, two baked 
potatoes, extra bread and a little lamb. 
; 
Aaron Cole 
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Andthey'm_Qff is Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE 
Logan runners ready to roll 
a Easmell : *   _ 
>r .L HCIirefl    van Hrivorc  t,-. w« r j    ^T, ^- By Leil  staff writer 
The 11 committees responsible for 
ihe organization of Logans Run XII 
have begun the race to continue the 
Bluestone tradition. 
The  150-mile relay, which raises 
money to purchase medical equipment 
for Rockingham Memorial Hospital, is 
scheduled for OCL 2-3 this year. 
The run begins on the steps of our 
nation's capital, and it ends at the 
hospital. Pairs of JMU students, faculty 
and staff runners cover two miles at a 
time, with each partnership running 
about 10 miles throughout the run. 
According to senior Danielle 
McWilliams. chairman of Logan's 
Run this year, the run involves a little 
more work than the average road race. 
"It's a month of hell and two days of 
heaven," she said 
In preparation for the relay, mere are 
letters to be written, envelopes to be 
stuffed, phone calls to be made, raffle 
tickets to be sold, police escorts to be 
secured, van drivers to be found, CB 
radios to be borrowed, car washes to be 
manned, sandwiches to be made and 
runners to get psyched up. 
This year's monetary goal is S7.000, 
which will go toward the purchase of a 
neo-natal care unit, a piece of 
equipment that monitors critically ill 
infants and provides heat to keep them 
iSLlLUS** PiC,Ures with *e 
JSfJmEU ,CChniqucs *** 
inGraftc.-sJal.^r0^^" 
SStSSSa 
"It's a month of hell and twodavsof heaven." J 
warm. 
The unit also allows for better 
observation and easy handling by 
physicians and nurses. 
Besides canvassing the JMU and 
Harrisonburg communities for 
donations and sponsors for runners, the 
Logan's Run committee hopes to 
utilize new fund raisers like a sponsor 
  
— Danielle McWilliams 
says he is "amazed bv tl 
staff, because they' c rCa, zin^ 
"udents who probably won L, ' 
«n this community areW * l,Vln« 
much for it."      y    C Mr,vm8 «o do so 
Last year. Logan's Run purchased 
two fluidotherapy machines, used in 
treatment of sports-related injuries, for 
RMH. 
But what do the run's organizers get 
out of the entire process? 
Besides personal achievement and 
satisfaction from helping, they also get 
first priority in the selection of runners. 
All runners must be residents of the 
Bluestone area, and the number is 
limited to 40. 
When asked to describe the 
experience. McWilliams called it "a run 
through the night, with no stay-overs, 
no hotel rooms, just each other." 
McWilliams. who ran last year, said 
>t was hard to describe the closeness 
that develops among the runners. "Its a 
spmt. and you can't explain a spirit." 
Jhis year, the spirit will rise again 
when the runners leave JMU at 9 a.m., 
pnday. Oct. 2. 
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MOVIE     REVIEW 
Costner and Young make the screen sizzle 
By Mark Longenbach 
assistant features editor 
"Oh my God." 
That's all I heard the other night. Every 
15 minutes someone in the theater said, 
"Oh my God." 
Then the friend sitting next to me got 
in on it. I have to admit that a few 
limes that phrase almost passed my lips 
too. 
It's hard not to want to say some 
astonished phrase when viewing the 
new murder mystery, "No Way Out." 
The combination of suspense, steamy 
sex and light comedy will make this 
film appealing to anyone, and the 
constant turn of events and changes in 
character roles makes it as exciting as 
an old Hitchcock film. 
The film takes place in our nation's 
capital and deals with spying, 
murdering and other bad doings within 
our government. 
In "No Way Out," it is sometimes 
difficult to tell the good guys from the 
bad guys. Some characters are good or 
evil, and some you are never really sure 
of. 
Lt. Commander Tom Farrel, a naval 
hero played by Kevin Costner, is asked 
to work as a liaison between Secretary 
AFTER     HOURS 
■ ' 1 actors and actresses. They work great w together, and the end product is an all- 
^Kf around great film. 
w Costner, who gave another great 
performance in this summer's hit "The I Untouchables," works so well with I Young that I would really like to see 
W MO them together in another film. ^^ ¥WKJ Young comes across as fun loving, 
w    Mmr and her character is plavful, much like 1       VHII many of Debra Winger's-roles. Her 
w     #t!W spunk is matched by her beauty, and her 
r   OU1 character is quite lovable ■Mr                               ^MB^   ^^P^   ■■ 
i 
Costner has already become one of 
America's hottest heartthrobs, according 
H 1—1 to   many   magazine   covers,   and 
of Defense David Brice, played by Gene 
Hackman, and the government 
intelligence agencies. 
Farrel is unfamiliar with all of the 
sneaky ways of the government, but is 
sure of himself and handles himself 
accordingly. 
While at a government function, he 
meets a woman named Susan At well, 
played by Sean Young, who appears to 
be bored by the party. 
They escape from the social gathering 
and make love in the back of a 
limousine — one of the steamiest sex 
scenes since "9 1/2 Weeks"—.while 
being    chauffered    around    the 
monuments. 
Farrel and Atwell begin to have an. 
affair, and then she tells him that she is 
Secretary Brice's mistress. This makes 
for many unpleasant scenes and a 
feeling of discomfort between employer 
Brice and employee Farrel. 
There is a murder or three later in the 
film, more sex, a governmental search 
for a Russian spy believed to be the 
murderer and an ending you will not 
believe. 
Hats off to whoever cast this group of 
rightfully so. His appearance on camera 
is suave, yet he maintains a boyish 
charm. He has already proven in two 
films that he has the potential to be one 
of the great leading men of the "90s. 
Hackman delivers his usual excellent 
performance, and Will Patton, who 
plays the evil secretary aide Scott 
Pritchard, is so despicable, you want to 
see him die a painful Hollywood death. 
I highly recommend this one, and 
whatever you do, don't leave early. The 
turns of events don't stop turning until 
they roll the credits.       »' 
■ * 
- 
- 
THURSDAY 
MUSIC 
Awareness Art Ensemble — Phillips Center 
Ballroom, 9 p.m., $3 cover charge. 
Belzona Bluzz Review — Calhoun's, $1 
cover charge. 
Disc Jockey — Belle Meade. no cover charge. 
DJ _ JM-3 pub 4 Deli, Greek night, $1 cover charge. 
DJ _ Players. Ladies' Night, no cover charge for 
-   ladies, $1 for men. 
MOVIES 
The Autobiography of Miss Jane Plttman 
(PG-13) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m and 9:30 
p.m. 
The Big Easy (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m., and 9:40 p.m. 
Dirty Dancing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 
p.m. 
The Fourth Protocol (R) - Valley Mall Roth 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m.. 5:00 p.m., 7:20 p.m.. 9:30 p.m. 
The Lost Boys (R) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres 
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m. and 9:40 
La Bamba (PG-13) - Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m. and 
9:20 p.m. . 
No Way Out (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and 
9.-35 p.m. _,«<e Stakeout (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. 
COMEDY 
Richmond Comedy Club — J. Maddies. 10 p.m.. 
$2 cover charge. 
Comedy Zone - Scruples. Sheraton Inn. $4 cover 
charge. 
FRIDAY 
MUSIC y 
JMU Organ Alumni — First Presbyterian 
Church, 3 p.m. 
Michael Farrle (organ recital) — First Presbyterian 
Church, 8:00 p.m. 
Fast Forward — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge. 
Kocomotions — Calhoun's, $3 cover charge. 
Cabin Fever Band — The Little Grill, $2 cover 
charge. 
Eclipse — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3 cover 
charge. 
DJ and Muscle Contest — J.Maddies, $1 cover 
charge. 
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge. 
Dj _ Players, no cover charge. 
MOVIES 
Platoon (R) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 
9:30 p.m. 
The Big Easy (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 1:30 
p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m., and 9:40 p.m. 
Dirty Dancing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 
p.m. 
Fourth Protocol (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 
1:30 p.m., 5 p.m., 7:20 p.m, and 9:30 p.m. 
The Lost Boye (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 
130 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 7:40 p.m. and 9:40 
p.m. 
La Bamba (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m. and 
9:20 p.m. 
No Way Out (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and 
9:35 p.m. 
Stakeout (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
MUSIC 
Willlamsburg Baroque Ensemble — Emmanuel 
Episcopal Church, 2:00 p.m. 
DT and The Shakes — J. Maddies, 9 p.m., $2 
cover charge. 
Fast Forward — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge. 
TP.3 — Calhoun's. $3 cover charge. 
Eclipse — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3 cover 
charge. 
DJ and Dance Contest — JM's, $1 cover charge. 
DJ and Dance Contest — Players, $1 cover 
charge. 
MOVIES 
Platoon (R) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 
9:30 p.m. 
The Big Easy (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 1:30 
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m., and 9:40 p.m 
Dirty Dancing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 
130 p.m.. 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 
p.m. 
Fourth Protocol (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 
1:30 p.m., 5 p.m., 7:20 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
The Lost Boye (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m. and 9:40 
p.m. 
La Bambe (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m.. 7:15 
p.m. and 9:20 p.m. 
No Way Out (R) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7:30 p.m. 
and 9:35 p.m. 
Stakeout (R) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m.. 7 p.m. and 
9:15 p.m. 
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WEEK-END SPECIAL 
Pick up Friday, 
Return Monday By Noon 
Plymouth Reliants 
Regular 
Now 
$113.85 
$90.95 
Includes First 400 Miles 
Plymouth Mini Vans 
Regular $140.85 
Now $115.95 
Includes First 400 Miles 
Renl-n-Cnr 
IDEALEASE. 
-t OMiten el Hlf»n»»y Moien. Inc.'  
U.S. nt. 11 North. P.O. Box 838   Rent-a-Car 
Hnrrlsonbtirg, VA 22801 
Phone:(703) 434-10G8 
THIS COULD BE 
YOUR BEST YEAR 
••••••A******************************** 
-RUN FOR OFFICE 
-BECOME A SENATOR 
A************************************** 
Pick up Declaration of Intent Forms 
September8, 1987 
in the SGA office (WCC 114) 
Return them by 
September 15, 1987 
*************************************** GET INVOLVED IN YOUR 
 S.G.A.!     
T 
Bed & Breakfast 
In scenic countryside 
8 ml. south of JMU! 
1847 Restored brick 
home featuring Victorian 
& country rooms, some with 
private bath, fireplace. Furnished 
with antiques. 7 guest rooms. 
Continental breakfast. 
Great tor your parents when 
they come to visit you! 
^ 
THE 
PUMPKIN 
HOUSE 
INN, 
LTD 
(703) 434-6963 
On Route 11 between I - 81 Exits 60 & 61 
\ 
COYER MORE 
GROUND. 
$20 IN ACCESSORIES  - 
FREE! 
WITH ANY BIKE PURCHASED 
Cool Breeze Cyciery 
40 S. LIBERTY ST 
RIGHT ACROSS FROM THE MYSTIC DEN 
PHONE 433-0323 
Hurry! Offer Expires Sept. 12 
DIAMOND BACK HATTiirnKn\wnmii\ 
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Dukes roll over Royals, 5-0 
By Gary Crockett 
staff writer  
In the first two games for the JMU soccer team this 
season, underclassmen had grabbed the spotlight by 
scoring all four of the Dukes' goals. 
But Wednesday afternoon, it was the veterans' turn 
to shine as the Dukes easily disposed of Eastern 
Mcnnonitc College 5-0 in a game played on the JMU 
practice field adjacent to X-lot 
The win, the eighth straight for JMU against the 
neighboring Royals, raises the Dukes' record to 3-0, 
while EMC drops to 0-3. 
Leading the attack was senior forward Marc Hinson, 
who scored two first-half goals, the first on a header 
from junior Craig Baur's corner kick only 45 seconds 
into the game. 
"The coach wanted us to come out strong early and 
I think we did that," Hinson said. "We had a couple 
of early goals and that helped us. 
"We have a couple of guys injured [freshmen 
Stephen Gill and Chris Greyard], and so I think it's 
more important for me to score some goals and Frank 
[Radics] to do the same." 
Also notching first-half goals were Chris Simon, 
who scored on an acrobatic shot from the top of the 
penalty box, and James Zepp, who tallied from 20 
yards out on an assist from Gary Hind. In all, the 
Dukes unleashed 36 shots on EMC goalie Jeremy 
Nafzigcr, while the Royals countered with only 
seven. 
"We wanted to do two things, " said JMU coach 
Tom Martin. "Number one, we wanted to pressure 
them and that's how the first two goals came about. 
"The second thing we wanted to do was score early 
— and you can't score much earlier than we did." 
With 19:40 remaining in the second half, freshman 
Steve Nichols scored the Dukes' only goal of the 
See SOCCER page 21 >• 
Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN 
JMU's   Craig   Baur   (10)   threads   his way between two Eastern Mennonite College 
defenders during the Dukes' 5-0 win Wednesday. 
Women's golf team expects banner season 
By John Craig 
staff writer 
When JMU women's golf coach 
Martha O'Donnell talked about this 
year s team, she had some strong words. 
"This year I've been brow-beating 
ihcm and I want no excuses," said 
O'Donnell, now in her-21st season of 
coaching the Dukes. 
Senior Janet Matsey, beginning her 
second season as the team captain, 
realized the intensity of JMU's recent 
Practices. 
The coach has had us working hard 
0[> the course both on our game and for 
uni
'y." Matsey said. 
She has really worked with us on an 
'"dividual basis as well as dewting her 
work t»the team, which is tough to do 
'" a coach. Wc have great respect for 
The Dukes return all their golfers 
from last year as well as two 
newcomers, so Matsey expects some 
good early results. 
"We have a good chance to win our 
first three tournaments right off the 
bat," she said. 
Juniors include Wendy Kern, who 
won her club championship this 
summer, Lucy Adams and Tara 
McKenna. 
Also competing to make, the final cut 
are sophomores Donna "Martz, who 
made the traveling team last year, Karen 
Jefferson and Lynn Hunter. 
Freshman Molly McCann from 
Johnstown, Pa., and Michelle Klos, a 
transfer from Blue Ridge Community 
College, also have been competing for 
spots. 
Martz described the team's rigorous 
schedule. 
"Wc arc required to practice three 
hours a day and wc do so according to 
our schedules," she said. "Nobody likes 
to practice the short game, as it is with 
any golfer." 
But O'Donnell has tried to do 
something about that. 
"We've been working on our short 
game and putting strenuously," she 
said. "I made a gadget for helping the 
putting and wc spend an hour on 
putting a day." 
Monday the players were out putting 
in a downpour, showing their 
dedication and desire to improve. 
The players also spend an hour on 
chipping and driving as well. 
"The girls hit the ball from tee to 
green as well as anyone up and down 
the east coast," O'Donnell said, "so the 
confidence in that part of the game is 
there." 
The Dukes hope to improve on what 
they considered a dismal performance in 
the spring season. 
Td like to forget last spring," Matsey 
said. "We just were not playing 
together and wc had terrible weather; I 
don't want to sound like I'm making 
excuses cither, I'm not" 
In April, 1985, JMU teed up and 
finished the round in the snow and sleet 
at the Duke University Invitational in 
Durham, N.C. 
But this fall, the Dukes will play four 
tournaments, beginning this weekend at 
the Longwood Invitational in 
Farmville, a three-day event. 
The Dukes then will compete at the 
East Coast Athletic Conference 
tournament at William and Mary Sept. 
26-27, the JMU Invitational at 
Spotswood Country Club Oct. 2-4 and 
the Tar Heel Invitational Oct. 23-25. 
The third tournament is nearby at the 
See GOLF page 21 > 
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TRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA 
Ciro 's Pizza 
SPECIAL 
Buy a 16" pizza 
2 toppings plus cheese 
JZ^iy*    ONLY $6.29 
The Original Italian Pizza 
778 E. Market Street 
434-5375 
■•? 
P.     E.     P. 
The Personalized Approach to 
Permanent Weight Management 
By 
Developing Positive Eating Patterns 
September 14, 1987 - Free Orientation 
Monday Evening 7:00 p.m. 
September 22 - November 10, 1987 - Class Schedule 
Tuesday Evenings 7 - 9 p.m. 
Orientation & Classes held at Community Activities Center 
305 South Dogwood Drive, Harrlsonburg, VA 
Registration Deadline September 16 - register soon! 
Course Fee: $80.00 per person tor 8 weeks 
Instructor: Linda Braun, Registered Dietitian 
For more vWilliamsorfs 
information m^   Health 
ci.n 434-1166 m    Services 
Fall Semester Programs 
Counseling and Student Development Center 
200 Alumnae Hall   x-6552 
-Study Skills and Learning Assessment 
-Eating Disorders Treatment Program 
-Personal Effectiveness Group 
-The Career Decisions Program 
-Walk-In Time (3-5 p.m., Monday-Thursday, No appointment Needed) 
-Outreach Programs 
-Minority Student Group 
-Personal Counseling 
. 
For information about these and our other services, please 
call or visit the Center. 
sriEroraflri 
50PTUJHRE 
-Software 
-Wordprocessing 
-Discount Computer Supplies 
Hours: 
Monday through Friday 8:30 am - 5:30 pm 
Saturday 9 am - 1 pm 
1427 S. Main Street, Harrisonburg 
(3 blocks south of JMU)   (703)433-9485 3 
Welcome back 
JMU Students 
1-YEAR MEMBERSHIP 
Proper ID and phone numbers required 
AT 
MDEOWORLD 
RENT MOVIES 
50 
A DAY 
jj^No Membership Fee 
• Ai Video World, we will not charge ;.. 
gj More Copies of the Hit Movies 
you a (ee to be a member of our movie club 
Our new policy at Video World is to carry MORE COPIES ol the HIT MOVIES than 
ever belore Video World oilers 1000s ol movies in each location lor rent with new 
movies arriving weekly We truly have the largest selection in Harrisonburg We oiler 
both VHS and BETA. 
y] Movies at Your Fingertips 
fif 
ef 
gf 
We have our movies on the shelves right at your fingertips, not behind the counter. 
The movies you take off the shelf go home with you. No number system, no confusion 
More Than Movies 
►Video World carries a large selection of posters ol your favorite stars, cars and far 
away places from $5.99 to $7 99 
•Our Harrisonburg store carries a large selection of CD's at low Video World prices. 
• All Video World stores do 8mm to 16mm film transfer 
» With a world of entertainment, give someone you know a gift certificate from 
Video World 
* - \  - 
Free 110 Page Video World Catalog 
With descriptions, running times, rating and stars.     * 
Movie Munchies 
Video World carries movie theatre size candy, coke and popcorn 
Friendly, Knowledgeable Staff 
Our trained staff knows all about video From pruchasing a blank tape to selecting a 
movie to buy or rent. Well be happy to help 
Computerized Check Out/In System 
Our Computerized check ouV check in facilities assure fast efficient and accurate 
service everybme. 
Mon. - Thurs. 10 am - 9 pm, Fri. - Sat. 10 am -10 pm 
HARRISONBURG* 
101 S. CARLT0N ST 
CLOVEHLEAF SHOPPING 
CENTER 
434-0913 
RT. 33 
to 
o   VIDEO -> 
%      WORLD 
O 
mn 
18 STORES SERVING VA. •   VALLEY AREA 9 
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Fall baseball serves as proving ground 
By Marshall Groom 
staff writer ___ 
Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON 
Mark Brockell delivers during a recent baseball practice. 
decide who will play in the spring and 
the players must show their ability to 
play at the college level. 
"Emphasis is on individual evaluation 
much more than team 
accomplishments," said JMU coach 
Brad Babcock, now entering his 18th 
season at the Dukes' helm. 
"We don't have time in the spring for 
an evaluation period," Babcock said. 
"We must know who is on the team in 
the spring because there aren't any 
exhibition games played [in the spring]. 
With last weekend marking the start 
of the new football season, not too 
many people have college baseball on 
their minds this time of year. 
But the players and coaches of the 
JMU baseball team do. 
The fall baseball season, which 
begins this week, is an important time 
for anyone involved in the baseball 
program.     The coaching staff must 
PROFILE 
Appalachian State 
Mountaineers 
Location: Boone, N.C. 
Enrollment: 10,200 
Conference: Southern 
1986 Record: 9-2-1 
1987 Record: 0-1 
Head     coach:    Sparky 
Woods 
Woods'   record:   21-12-1 
(three years) 
Last  week: Lost to South 
Carolina, 24-3 
Series record: ASU leads, 
4-2 
Offense: Multiple I 
Defense: Multiple 
Last week, JMU got to sec its 
running attack in action when heavy 
rams forced the Dukes to work 
primarily on the ground in their 38-0 
win over Rhode Island. The passing 
game should get its chance when JMU 
meets Appalachian State in Boone, 
N.C. Saturday at 1:30 p.m. 
The Dukes are expecting good things 
from senior quarterback Eric Green, 
who threw his 19th career touchdown 
pass last week to set a school record, 
but the same can be said for ASU. The 
Mountaineers' attack features three-year 
starter Todd Payton. 
"The first game against West Virginia 
is not a good time to evaluate people." 
The Dukes will open their regular 
season around the beginning of March 
against the Mountaineers. 
JMU has one major task above all 
others this fall — to find a pitching 
staff. The Dukes lost five of eight 
pitchers from last spring, three of 
whom were drafted by professional 
teams. 
Right-handers Scott Economy and 
Mike Stout were drafted by the 
Cincinnati Reds and Joe Macavage was 
selected by the Pittsburgh Pirates. 
But Babcock said he iV "looking 
forward to having Mike Lin^key and 
Dana Allison back." 
Allison got hurt early in the year and 
missed the final two-thirds of the 
season, while Linskey struggled last 
year after suffering an injury in the 
1986 season. 
The Dukes' young pitchers should 
make a definite impact this season, but 
Babcock and assistant coach Ray 
Heatwole must sort them out first 
Several freshman pitchers should 
receive close scrutiny: righthanders 
Mark Jones, Dan Haycock, Doug 
Harris, Brad Stinar and Mike Dclgado, 
and lefthanders Greg Harris and Rob 
Crabill. 
Two junior college transfers, 
righthander Alvin Allen and lefthander 
Rob Doman, also will receive close 
attention. 
Two sophomore pitchers who 
Babcock said need to show noticeable 
improvement to make an impact this 
season are righthander Brian Kimmcl 
and lefthander Rich Ryan. 
Payton, 16-7-1 as the Mountaineers' 
quarterback, should be a good test for 
the Dukes' inexperienced secondary. 
Corncrbacks John Gutter and Lamont 
Breedlove, as well as safety Eupton 
Jackson, all received their first starts 
last week. 
One of the more impressive facts 
about the Dukes' win over Rhode Island 
was that JMU forced four turnovers 
while committing none, the first time 
in the last 78 games the Dukes have 
gone without a miscuc. JMU will hope 
for a repeat performance against ASU, 
but don't be surprised if it doesn't 
happen — the Mountaineers pride 
themselves on turnover ratio. 
ASU has led the nation in turnover 
margin the past two years. Last year the 
Mountaineers forced 25 more turnovers 
than they committed, a major reason 
why they won their first-ever Southern 
Conference title. In 1985, ASU's ratio 
was even better — +28. 
Despite their season-opening 24-3 
But at the everyday positions, 
changes should be minimal. 
With almost everyone back in the 
infield and outfield, including three 
catchers, only the starting role in center 
field seems up for grabs. 
All-Colonial Athletic Association 
outfielder Scott Mackie, who hit .361 
with 12 home runs and 42 runs batted 
"in to lead the Dukes offensively, was 
drafted by the Cleveland Indians. 
But Babcock said a replacement has 
arrived. 
"The only position player who will 
have immediate impact is Dwighi 
Rowe, a left-handed centerfielder," he 
said. 
In the infield, Babcock plans only one 
change, but it doesn't involve any new 
players. Senior Mark Brockell will be 
moved from first base to both pitcher 
and designated hitter. 
Last May the Dukes suffered two 
disappointing losses to East Carolina in 
the final round of the. Colonial Athletic 
Association lour.iamenl, depriving 
JMU of the conference title and an 
NCAA tournament bid. 
"We played great throughout the 
tournament, but our senior pitchers 
couldn't hold on to the lead," Babcock 
said. 
The Dukes led the Pirates 8-1 in the 
first game, but lost 11-10. East 
Carolina outscored the Dukes 14-11 in 
the second game to take the crown. 
But Babcock doesn't believe that those 
losses will have any effect on this 
season and he is looking forward to 
starting up baseball again. 
And perhaps someone he finds this 
fall can help along the way. 
loss at Division I-A South Carolina 
Saturday, ASU still managed to force 
five turnovers against one of the 
nation's top offenses. 
JMU running backs Tony Graddy and 
Greg Medley did a great job replacing 
Warren Marshall last week, combining 
for 186 yards against Rhode Island, but 
the Mountaineers arc still searching for 
someone to take tailback John Settle's 
place. Last year. Settle was chosen as 
the Southern Conference's Offensive 
Player of the Year, rushing for 1,897 
yards and 21 touchdowns. 
Last year, the Mountaineers rallied 
with nine fourth-quarter points to Spoil 
the Dukes' homecoming with a 21-20 
win. ASU trailed 20-12 going into the 
quarter, but came away with the win 
when Bjom Nittmo kicked a 34-yard 
field goal with six seconds remaining. 
ASU   made   the   Division   I-AA 
playoffs last year and has finished in the     ^^ 
I-AA national top 20 the last two 
seasons, but failed to make this year's 
preseason top 20. 
MM 
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DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS 
... 
■ 
TWO CUSTOM-MADE PIZZAS 
FOR ONE SPECIAL PRICE. 
Two Pizzas SSZZSSS 
for *•" "*?•%%,. 
Only $8.99! >w«g l' » '■'■cm do no* inciwa* u» 
DOMMAO* 
D<*A»« F «dtw«* 
NO 
I    COUPON 
NECESSARY 
Domino's Pizza 
Double Feature 
Call us! 
433-2300 
433-3111 
noun 
Oo»n dam » «P« 
Opd" 'jr«H   ^AM Sw*  "*•! 
0o»* ^«« 2AM fn -SB 
DOMM* Ftdlu't" 12"      16" 
lin    in »• 
Two Pizza* «KM»5MS5 
'QVO-t l' 99 P«e»» Only $11.99! «">* "**«>•«■ 
Do«iMndft 
Ooubi* Fe*lu«# " 
NO 
"l   COUPON 
jT   NECESSARY 
~3. 
OUR EXCLUSIVE GUARANTEES 
*r©A»Cl 
'f»e o' cnj-ge 
.     ?Qu' P-Z2» «0*» *0« ■»"»• 
wrf*" 30 m*H/t#l fro*" tt«# 
t<m« -ou o'tfe* w# ov*>|feo 
pe*w> *'" yi*0'. M/' S3 X 
tiom me o*<* ot you' poza ' 
• For Dowt*e f r«iu«l ou«#a«te« % 13 00 of eac^ o*oe* 
WWWWWWWfWW m 
DANCE 
PARTY 
COLLEGE   NIGHT 
EVERY  FRIDAY  NIGHT 
AT 
TROUBLES    AWAY    DANCE    CLUB 
IN   VERONA 
COLLEGE STUDENTS AND GUESTS ONLY 
(ID. Required) 
Come Stag, Couples, Or Get Up A Group 
FABULOUS  LIGHT  AND  SOUND  SHOW 
SPECTACULAR   FOG   EFFECTS 
1,000  FT.   DANCE  FLOOR 
MEET GUYS AND GALS FROM ALL THE 
AREA COLLEGES 
OPEN 8:00 P.M. TO MIDNIGHT 
NO   ALCOHOL 
ADMISSION: $3.00 
OPENING NIGHT 
FRIDAY, SEPT,   11 
Directions: Take 1-81 To Exit 59, Turn West Or Take 
Route 11 To Verona. Turn East At Signal. Look For 
The Lightfcd_Si£n_^____^_
- 
i 
THE OFFICE OF CAREER PLANNING 
AND PLACEMENT 
■ 
announces 
Job   Seamh   Techniques   Series   for Fgl|   1987 
Procedures for On-CampuS Interviewing: 9/10, 1:45-2:45; 
* 9/14.  1000-11:00, and9'l6.  11:00-12:00 in WCC, Room D. 
Resume Writing: 9f11. 900-10:00; 9/15,  12:45-1:45; and 
* 9/17,  11:45-12 45  m WCC. Room A. 
* interview Preparation:   9 16,   3:00-4:00 in WCC,    Room A. 
How to Conduct an Effective Job Search:   9/17,   1:45-2:45 
in WCC. Room A. 
JMU  CADET 
"ROTC lets you enjoy 
the experiences of 
a college student 
while learning to 
become an officer." 
•   Debbie   Satterfield 
Debbie graduated from JMU last May. She graduated at the top 
of her class and became a Second Lieutenant in the United 
States Army. She now is on her way to Fort Rucker, Alabama to 
learn to fly helicopters. A competent, confident, energetic 
woman who sets high standards for herself. 
'ARMY ROTC IS A UNIQUE   ORGANIZATION WHERE YOU 
CAN LEARN TO BECOME A LEADER BEFORE YOU GRADUATE." 
Enroll in Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps as you would 
any college course. There's xio commitment to join the Army. 
You don't know if its for you til you try it! ! 
\ CONTACT    CRT Kimmel   (703) 568-6264 Stadium F211 
. 
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►• (Continued from page 17) 
second half by taking a deflected pass 
20 yards out and drilling it just under 
the crossbar. 
With three wins now under their belt, 
the Dukes must look to this weekend 
when they go on the road for two 
crucial contests against Colonial 
Athletic Association foes. They play 
UNC-Wilmington   Saturday   before 
traveling to Greenville, N.C. to play 
EaSt Carolina Sunday. 
"The key is going to be the first 
game," Martin said. "Wilmington beat 
[Virginia Commonwealth University] 
3-0 and VCU tied [George] Mason in 
the opener. So if comparative scores 
have any validity, they're very good. 
"It's never been a good trip to date, 
and we want to go down and make 
amends for it." 
SPORTSWRITERS: Call x6709 
REC     REPORT 
ACTIVITIES—  
TENNIS — The sign-up deadline 
for the intramural men's and 
women's singles and doubles 
tournaments is Sept. 14 in Godwin 
213. 
A clinic will be held Sept. 12 at 
11 a.m. at the Warren courts. 
GOLF — The sign-up meeting for 
the Captain's Choice tournament 
will be held Sept. 23 in Godwin 
344. 
EXCLUSIVELYATLEGGETT- 
CUNIQUE "SUPER BONUS", YOURS FREE WITH ANY 
CLINIQUE PURCHASE OF 10.00 OR MORE 
A SUPERLATIVE OFFER FROM CLINIQUE SIX BEAUTY ESSENTIALS IN TRAVEL'-PERFECT SIZES 
Six simple steps to the Clinique skincare system, all allergy 
tested and 100% fragrance tree' Rinse-Otl Eye Makeup 
Solvent, the no oil. eye makeup remover. Clarifying Lotion 2 
freshens skin by removing dry skin cells. Dramatically 
Different Moisturizing Lolion. the super "drink" lor all skin 
types: Plum Red Re-Moistuming Lipstick, dewy rich color 
that holds its line. Daily Nail Saver helps prevent chipping 
and breaking; Lucite Eyebrow comb/brush puts brows in 
their place One bonus to a customer 
For a fast, tree skin analysis, come and meet the Clinique 
Computer Clmique is a total system of skin care And the 
very heart of the systerp is the Clinique Computer 
Programmed by a group of leading dermatologists it 
determines skin type and the proper Clinique products and 
procedures Then a sequence of three minutes in ihe 
morning and three at night results in better looking skin 
SOFTBALL — Sign up for the 
Home Run Derby either in Godwin 
213 or at the site Sept. 29. 
ROLLER SKATING — Free 
skating nights will be held Sept 10 
and Sept. 24 from 7:30-10 p.m at 
Skatetown USA. 
HORSESHOES — The sign-up 
meeting for intramural competition 
will be Sept. 24 in Godwin 213. 
Golf 
► (Continued from page 17) 
Spotswood    Country    Club    in 
Harrisonburg. 
"AH these girls are qualifying to 
represent JMU," O'Donnell said, "and 
they are doing a great job." 
Matse.y said, "This is serious 
business, and we're going to represent 
the university the best way we know 
how. 
"What we really need this year more 
than ever is the support," she added. 
Last year, the Dukes won the ECAC 
tournament at Spotswood and placed 
second in tbe JMU Invitational, so this 
fall might be the season to watch the 
Dukes. 
"We are not outclassed by anyone," 
Matsey said. "We're right there with 
the best of them." 
rei 
~TmmT^mT^ilPhone 434-4477 Open Monday-Saturday10 -til 9. 
UsZ°o'" tgpcha%e%se,erCard, Choice. VISA or American Express. 
mm 
(upcoming events in JMU sports) 
FOOTBALL 
Saturday — JMU at Appalachian 
[, State (Boone, N.C), 1:30 p.m. 
SOCCER 
Saturday —JMU at 
UNC-Wilmington, 1 p.m. 
Sunday — JMU at East Carolina, 
1 p.m. 
VOLLEYBALL      „ 
Friday-Saturday — JMU at 
Temple fnvitational Tournament 
(Philadelphia) 
FIELD HOCKEY 
Sunday — JMU at Duke, 2 p.m. 
WOMEN"S GOLF 
Friday-Sunday — JMU at 
Longwood Invitational (Farmville) 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S 
CROSS COUNTRY       \ 
Saturday — JMU at Wake 
Forest Invitational, 11 a.m. v 
» V 
«*«•-**« 
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TACO 'BELL 
Economics 101* 
Clip this coupon. 
HARRISONBURG'S new TACO BELL 
RESTAURANT is located at 
1680 E. Market Street 
We're the new 
neighbors and , 
you've made us 
feel right at home. 
So, we are happy to 
welcome you any 
time you have 
an appetite for 
something exciting 
and out of the 
ordinary.   JUST 
MADE FOR YOU. 
Here's one 
neighbor that's 
always pleased to 
have you drop in at 
mealtimes, or any 
time.   Bring this 
coupon and feel 
more than 
welcome. 1680 
. Market 
ACROSS FROM 
VALLEY MALL 
1*1 » AM l*N»*»KM IlllS I IM l-4»\ 
Mill ft  Ofcl>»K'M.    LIMIT    llftt 
roi 1*0* pm I'lusoft rt* visii 
MOT COOD »irn AM oiiim 
cm*  rAMi mucMi-TtOft . 
TACO 
'BELL 
Burrito Supreme, Taco BellGrande,    11   ,„„ ,.„,„.,, ,,„„,, 
Nachos BellGrande, or Taco Salad 
tmi a radium »oft drink. $100 
•Ik* OFF 
I 
l'M«s>.ft| IIIIN t, 
Wlllft UNtl»H|f.i, Htm UM 
COl l-ON !•( k riMMis rm VlMl 
NOT COULl WITH AM ulill* 
0Ht» CA.hU 11-JlMI'ligK 
VAI 11 IS I JUTIKEM 
10/3/87 
1680 E. Market Street 
GOOD ONLY AT 
Burrito Supreme, Taco BellGrande. 
SSffJMl0™^; or Taco Salad 
58B   A. OFF 
GOOD ONLY AT 
1680 E. Market Street 4(lOMflW 
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Parking 
problems 
-L AST WEDNESDAY afternoon some JMU students got a shock. Their cars were towed loathe Convocation Center courtesy of the 
Harrisonburg Fire Department. The recent 
downpours this week also forced the temporary 
closing of another lot. All of this brings to the 
forefront—once again—what a joke JMU has for a 
parking system. 
The towing situation last week makes us aware 
of how crowded things are getting. For a fire 
mar'shall to come in and say his trucks can't get 
through is a serious safety problem. 
The situation in Y-Lot, across from 
Anthony-Seeger, is just as bad. Rains forced a 
closing of this lot early Tuesday morning. The lot, 
like several others on campus, is not a practical 
one. 
All of this is water under the bridge now, 
though. We need some solutions, and we need 
them now. JMU's Faculty Senate has two 
proposals, but neither of them will work. 
The first proposal is to limit the number of cars 
going into each lot. This is discriminatory and has 
room for error. Each year, the number on the limit 
will go up, just as every other limit JMU sets. 
The second is to place manned gates at the 
front of each lot. The cost? $20,000. The money 
can be spent better elsewhere for improving the 
existing lots. 
WHAT JMU needs is a parking deck. While 
it may not be the most beautiful building 
on campus, it will be the most practical. 
Enrollment, JMU says, won't be going up, so the 
deck should be the only thing JMU needs for 
years to come. 
There already has been a proposal made, and 
an architect selected for a parking deck behind 
Anthony-Seeger Hall, but the administration 
hasn't even thought of a construction date yet. 
That three-level proposed deck will accommodate 
700 cars, with entrances from Grace, Patterson 
and Main Streets. 
The estimated cost of the project would be $3.5 
million, but its time has come. We need to put 
JMU's money into something that works, and stop 
funneling five-digit figures into short-term 
solutions. 
A parking deck should be looked into seriously 
this semester, not just brushed to the side as a 
possible solution. It is a real and viable solution 
that frees up the other parking lots without 
expanding the university. 
1 he call has come from faculty and students 
alike this year. It has come early and it has come 
loudly: Stop trying to ignore JMU's parking 
problem and start trying to solve it. 
&&> "^y^ -ui£ TOP.., 
AT   3AAVj«. 
SO, -rp,»jz»'5 Or 
THAT    AAA*y 
•TH5 PACUJr** PfcOBCfcM 
CiC$S TW? um to cowxsm&l 
Go out and see for yourself, 
the 'Burg is the place to be 
For those of you who arc new to JMU, you 
probably haven't had a chance, or even a yearning to 
strike out and get acquainted with the great city of 
Harrisonburg. It's your loss if you don't. So I 
thought I'd share a few of my Harrisonburg 
experiences to provoke your interest in the city. 
My first impression of Harrisonburg was when I 
came to visit JMU with my father. My friend who I 
was staying with was first on the Policefilc list that 
Breeze issue and my father read off another dozen or 
so drunk in public arrests. 
He asked if all college students do is drink and get 
arrested. I told him that I was sure they got arrested 
for other things and found this tidbit: 
Student Eric Laiti, 19, of Clifton, pleaded guilty to 
urinating in public. He was fined $35. Laiti was 
arrested Jan. 25 by city police in front of City Hall. 
"What kind of town is this?" asked my father. "It's 
$30 for drunk in public, and for five dollars more you 
can piss on City Hall." 
What kind of place is Harrisonburg? I have found it 
to be a rapidly growing city that still has a lot of 
small town mannerisms. I've found want ads that 
read, "Help Wanted-Milking cows. Must be sober," 
diners that used baby food jars with nail holes as salt 
shakers. 
I once was given a haircut by a barber who claimed 
to have lent money to at least five guys who bought 
booze, got drunk, stepped into the street, got run 
over, and never paid the barber back. These are the 
things that Mark Twain cashed in on. 
The one place that you won't find local color is the 
cultural Mecca known as the Valley Mall. This alien 
oasis of Japanese imports has squeezed die life out of 
downtown Harrisonburg, possibly leaving only the 
thriving used furniture industry intact But it's not 
too late to catch the small town atmosphere before 
more malls are built. 
How can you do this? Accidentally >oard the wrong 
bus from the mall and you'll oc mi a free 45-minute 
tour of Harrisonburg. Start up a conversation with a 
local resident and you'll discover that Harrisonburg 
residents arc some of the nicest people you'll ever 
meet, and they're not all grandparents either. 
GETTING   REAL 
Carl Johnson 
J 
d. 
>ia 
is 
m 
id 
te 
Getting real for a second, I've never heard a bad 
word about a church parent, the sales people are 
courteous, and the bus drivers arc even civil, 
something I'm not used to. 
So if you believe that the Burg is a nice place to go 
to school but you wouldn't want to live here, at least 
experience it. Whether you're reading the senior 
citizen magazines in the hospital, whooping it up at 
the Poultry Parade or trick-or-treating dressed as 
townies, the Harrisonburg experience is something 
you'll never forget. 
x: 
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Nurse Goodhart reminds you... 
Dr. Swatch Office Hours: 
Friday, September 11 
from 4 p.m. 'til 8p.m. 
—* • 
A 5/CK SWATCH® 
COULD J&IN 
YOUR, CAZEEK1* 
'Oh fudge! Wouldn't it just be so hapless if you missed a big 
meeting because of a broken SWATCH? Or a pep rally? Why, 
that would be the disaster of the century! Who cares about 
nuclear war after you're late for 'TWO BITS'? Dears... the 
everso-kind Dr. Swatch is waiting to make things just peachy 
in your world! Your SWATCH will be healthy again in no time! 
Our good doctor's bedside manner will make you stand and 
declare YIPPEE! Come... have your SWATCH cured... and 
don't forget to eat your greens!" 
Leggett of Valley Mall. Phone 434-4477. Open Monday-Saturday 10 'til 9. 
Use your Leggett charge, MasterCard, Choice, VISA or American Express. 
rrrrra «...........«, 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
i 
« 
To 
Last Issues 
Ad Trivia 
Winners: 
Stuart Brightbill 
John Calder 
Cosette Livas 
Jeff McGall 
Richard Williams 
1»III11»H1III I 
MORE THAN JUST A LINE 
ON YOUR RESUME 
MADISON 
MARKETING 
ASSOCIATION 
NEW MEMBER NIGHT 
September 10th   Godwin 344 
New & old members welcomed 
and encouraged to attend 
6:30 pm 
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Reagan's legacy: a tragicomedy in two acts 
Vladimir: Sometimes I feel it coming all the same. 
Then I go all queer. (He takes off his hat, peers inside 
it, feels about inside it, shakes it, puts it on again.) 
How shall I say? Relieved and at the same time...(he 
searches for the word)...appalled. (With emphasis.) 
APPALLED. (He takes off his hat again, peers inside 
it.) Funny. (He knocks on the crown as though to 
dislodge a foreign body, peers into it again, puts it 
on again.) Nothing to be done. 
from "Waiting for Godot" 
by Samuel Beckett, 1948 
Though Ronald Reagan's second and final term of 
office does not end for more than a year, the damage 
and devastation his presidency has done so far can 
already be assessed. 
Battered in the Reagan wake, fragile institutions 
like foreign policy, the Constitution, domestic policy 
and the economy could require several years (if not 
decades) to reconstruct. Indeed, the legacy of 
delusional might, false patriotism, and sheer 
buffoonery President Reagan leaves amidst the 
carnage of the Oval Office might well extend into the 
next century. 
One of the most immediate concerns facing 
politicians and economists, and perhaps one of the 
president's greatest failures, is the national debt. 
Through an irrational policy of supply-side, "voodoo" 
economics, under the allure of temporary prosperity, 
the president has in effect mortgaged the future of 
several generations of Americans, this one included. 
The national debt has inflated to about three limes 
its former size since Reagan took office. The actual 
dollar amount (more than $1 trillion) is fruly 
incomprehensible, but the burden it will impose 
through future tax, inflation, and interest rate 
increases is certain to be felt with crushing force. 
Neither have the vast sums already spent by the 
president been spent well. The renewal of Cold War 
rhetoric (which preceded several inordinate defense 
spending increases) provided ample distraction from 
crumbling education and health resources. 
Once supported by federal tuition aid and grants, 
many of today's students find themselves treading 
black water in a sea of financial dread, reliant upon 
long-term, individual loans; many of today's patients 
* u A Wtii 
WATCHING   THE 
WHEELS 
Rob Morano 
find themselves abandoned along shores of 
bankruptcy for even the most routine of hospital 
stays, their savings gone. 
For the most traditional bastions of fiscal 
conservatism, the family farms of the Midwest and 
the industrial/automotive unions, disenfranchiscment 
from Reagan's service-oriented economy has hit 
hardest. Reduced to cheap sloganism and trade 
conflicts, the president has served to fracture the 
American economic backbone, while the more 
vibrant and efficient systems of Japan and Germany 
flourish. 
Estragon: Thai's the idea, let's contradict each other. 
Vladimir: Impossible. 
Estragon: You think so? 
Never in the history of the United States has the 
arrogance and irresponsibility of an American 
presidential administration done more grievous wrong 
in the field of foreign policy. In dealing with the 
Soviet Union, Iran, and Nicaragua, Ronald Reagan's 
pathetic visions of omnipotence and moral certitude 
not only provided the basis for greater acceptance of 
otherwise undesirable elements of influence, but 
served to undermine the most sacred and fundamental 
of democratic principles as well. "-• 
Perhaps the most poignant example of self-delusion 
within the Reagan administration came this summer 
as Lt. Col. Oliver North unabashedly told Congress 
it was "the right thing to do" for members of the 
White House staff to defy law, shirk the 
constitutional system of checks and balances and then 
lie under oath in the pursuit of "democracy." 
Pozzo: (fervently). Bless you gentlemen, bless you! 
(Pause.) I have such need of encouragement.(Pause.) I 
weakened a little towards the end, you did't notice? 
Vladimir: Oh perhaps just a teeny weeny little bit. 
Estragon: I thought it was intentional. 
Pozzo: You see, my memory is defective. 
It is President Reagan's neglect of the American 
people and of their concerns for the future that make 
his failures, economic, political, and domestic, all the 
more tragic. Newer threats to stability, such as the 
appointment of Robert Bork to the Supreme Court, 
only accentuate the fact that like Beckett's Godot, 
Ronald Reagan will be remembered as the saviour 
who never showed up. 
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NICHOLS 
2475 S. MAIN ST. 434-5946 
Nichols will match all 
Open 9:30 - 9:30 Monday - Saturday      competitors ad prices!        Nichols Convenient Layaway Plan 
■Moth Balls Mb. 
' Moth Block 
• Liquid Vanish 24 -oz. 
Fantastik Spray 32-oz. 
Magic Sizing 20 oz.     • Hum-i-dri 12-oz. 
Wizard Air Freshener ' Glass Plus 32-oz. Refil 
Lamp Oill • Dow Oven Cleaner 
■ Moth Rates 1 -lb ■        • Murphy Oil Soap 16-oz. 
• Tackle 26oz. 
YOUR CHOICE 
$1 
Health & Beauty Aids 
Soft Sense 10-oz. 
■ Agree Sham poo 15-oz. 
• Edge Shave Cream 7-oz. 
• Lady Speed Stick 1.5-oz. 
• Coronet Bath Tissue 8-Rolls 
1
 Sensitive Saline 12-oz. 
i Agree Conditioner 15-oz. 
■ Speed Stick Deodorant 2.5-oz. 
(not shown) 
Lady Speed Dry Roll-on 1,5oz. 
YOUR CHOICE 
2FOR $3 
•- • Glip these coupons for extra savings! 
P.S. Gitano 
Denim Jeans 
Proportioned to fit sizes 6 to 18 
L'eggs & Just My 
Size Panty Hose 
Marcal 4-Roll 
Bath Tissue 
|3'to 5'High Foliagel 
House Plants 
Bed Pillows 
Standard size 
Reg. 79- 
£ °> JT     o 
fTkvcoljSk 
£Q         l±*^i 
)*• • 
^^^     WJIll UIUHUIHMIH T MUl^ 
Grand Opening - Super Soda Center! 
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, 
Cherry Coke  i2pk. 
2/$5.39 
12 pk. 
Reg. S5.29 
PepSi 16 oz. N/R Bottles 
Reg.orDiet6pk.2/$3.25 
Reg. $2.79 
Pepsi (2 liter) 
Diet or Regular 
.,'-L 
PEPSI; t-?S 
St -83 
Reg. $1.29 
"epper, 
7-Up, Cherry 7-Up 
6pM2oz. QO 
-'-..
,
 r-,-~ 7
^ 7^1|i 
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Flood 
City workers alerted; sandbags, warnings given out 
r
%
u\/n~\f.tr\   \/„   am TL- ? r«- _  . / RICHMOND. Va. (AP) — The James River rose 
beyond flood stage yesterday as rain-fed rivers and 
streams receded in western parts of the state and 
forecasters toned down their predictions on high water 
levels. 
Richmond Public Safety Director Jack Fulton said 
some businesses and streets in Shockoe Bottom, a 
low-lying area of downtown, would experience high 
water but said he considered the flooding to be minor 
and did not expect serious property damage. 
The river is expected to crest by mid-morning at 10 
to 11 feet above flood stage, about two feet below 
earlier estimates, according to National Weather 
Service hydrologist Stephen Billchcck. 
Fulton said no major streets or bridges would be 
affected by the high water.   " 
"Most citizens will not be affected," he said. 
Richmond's wastcwater treatment plant probably 
will be shut down by high water, he said, but 
drinking water will not be affected. 
Water is not expected to remain on city streets for 
more than a day. Cleanup crews and city inspectors 
have been put on alert and will begin work 
immediately after the water recedes, Fulton said. 
City officials yesterday began distributing notices to 
alert businesses in Shockoe Bottom and on the south 
bank of the James about potential flooding. Sandbags 
also were distributed. s 
In" western Virginia, officials were assessing the 
damage of flooding in Henry, Franklin and Bedford 
counties. 
The floods wiped out bridges and left some roads 
unpassablc and forced the evacuations of hundreds of 
residents. 
Officials said it will take up to a year to repair some 
of the damage. 
In Bedford County, a bridge was wiped out, dividing 
Huddleston and keeping most of the 300 students of 
Huddleston Elementary School on the opposite side of 
Goose Creek from their school. Students may have to 
spend an extra 45 minutes a day on buses for a year 
until the bridge is replaced, officials said. 
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WORLD 
More air raids 
break truce 
in Persian Gulf, 
Iran promises 
revenge 
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) — Iraq said 
its warplanes attacked Iranian cities, 
power plants, factories and oil centers 
yesterday in retaliation for attacks on 
Kuwait and to force Iran to accept a 
U.N.-sponsored ccasc-Tirc. 
Iran vowed to avenge the deaths of 
105 civilians killed in the bombings. 
The raids came two days before 
United Nations Secretary-General Javier 
Perez dc Cucllar is due to arrive in 
Tehran on a mission to end the 
7-year-old war. 
Iraq said it shot down three Iraqi jets 
and captured one pilot when grouhdfirc 
hit his plane over the western city of 
Arak. Iraq acknowledged losing one 
plane. 
Shipping executives worried that 
Iranian commandos in speedboats might 
stage another round of retaliatory raids 
on foreign merchant ships in the 
Persian Gulf, where U.S. warships have 
been guarding Kuwaiti tankers against 
attack by Iran. 
Iraq said it will continue the attacks 
until Iran accepts the provisions of the 
July 20 U.N. cease-fire resolution. 
Kuwait last week accused Iran of 
firing a Chinese-made missile at its 
southern coast on Friday and urgently 
appealed for U.N. action. No casualties 
were reported. 
The Iraqi News Agency said Iraqi 
warplanes bombed 11 cities and two 
other industrial targets. It said later that 
Iraqi troops shelled the southern city of 
Basra and the northern border town of 
Khanaoin with long-range artillery. 
IN A earlier said Iraqi planes hit two 
unidentified tankers Tuesday night near 
Iran's Kharg Island oil terminal in the 
northern gulf. 
Gulf-based shipping executives said 
they could not confirm the strikes, but 
said preliminary reports indicated two 
tugboats were hit and that one may 
have sunk. 
The air raids, breaking a three-day 
undeclared truce in the gulf, surprised 
diplomats who expected the two sides 
to halt hostilities for Perez dc Cucllar's 
mission. 
NATION 
Soviets should launch U.S. satellites, lawyer insists 
WASHINGTON (AP) — A Houston lawyer says he 
has contracts with the Soviets to launch American 
satellites into space and hopes to convince the State 
Department that the venture poses no risk to U.S. 
security. 
Aerospace attorney Arthur Dula said the Soviets' 
ability to launch satellite^ at a low price could help 
Western satellite owners'get their satellites off the 
ground while the United States develops a 
Private-launch industry. 
"U's in the interests of both countries for this kind of 
commercial activity to take "place," Dula said in a 
telephone interview Tuesday. "They're in the business 
"> earn hard currency. They've got the rockets and 
hopefully we've got some use fornt^ 
The launch crisis for Western satellite owners began 
*jth the January 1986 Challenger explosion that 
bounded   the National  Aeronautics and  Space 
Administration's space shuttle program. In August 
1986, President Reagan announced that commercial 
spacecraft would no longer fly on the shuttle, a 
decision that was aimed at spurring the private sector 
to develop its own launch capacity. The earliest 
scheduled launch for a private American satellite is 
1989. 
The Soviets, however, are flying large rockets with 
the capacity to ease the backlog of Western satellites, 
Dula said. He added that the Soviets fired 90 rockets 
last year, about 10 times as many as the United States 
launched. The efficiencies they gain from so many 
lauches, he added, can shave up to $20 million off the 
cost of Western launches. 
Dula declined to specify how many contracts his 
company has with the Soviets or what Soviet 
companies have signed them. 
The U.S. State Department has said that sending 
U.S. satellites to the Soviet Union for launching 
would violate export restrictions. 
In answer to Soviet inquiries about launch prospects, 
the State Department in July said it told Soviet 
officials "no change is contemplated in this policy, nor 
are we seeking a waiver to existing laws, regulations 
or policies." 
Dula said he expects to apply for an export license 
before the end of the year and sees none of the 
problems with technology transfer that the U.S. 
government envisions. 
"We're just buying transportation services," said 
Dula, emphasizing that he's not an agent for the 
Russians but merely a middleman in the deals. 
The State Department's position "is a matter of 
national pride," he said. "We don't have any rockets 
right now, but we're too proud to use Russian 
rockets." 
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"NOW HIRING" 
y FOUR STAR 
mw£    PIZZA 
• •*• 
Fast FREE Delivery 
_     433-3776 
»n»fiiEttgwg\    425 N. Main St. , Harrisonburq, VA 
-J 
14 TASTY ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM 
i:EPPERONI 
SAUSAGE 
HAM 
GROUND CfHUCK 
BACON 
PINEAPPLE 
THICK CRUST 
ONIONS 
GREEN PEPPERS 
HOT PEPPERS 
ANCHOVIES 
MUSHROOMS 
12" 
Cheese  $5.25. 
1 Item  6.25., 
2 Items  7.00. 
3 Items  7.75. 
4 
5 
OLIVES 
EXTRA CHEESE 
16" 
.$7.25 
. 8.50 
...9.50 
.10.50 
Items  8.50 11.50 
Items..... 9.25 12.75 
PRICES INCLUDE SALES TAX 
FOUR STAR PIZZA 
DELUXE 
5 ITEMS FOR THE PRICE OF 4 
PEPPERONI, SAUSAGE, MUSHROOMS, ONIONS, GREEN PEPPERS 
SORRY NO SUBSTITUTIONS 
BIG 12" SUBS 
HOT OR COLD 
Italian 'Ham & Cheese 
•Roast Beef & Cheese 
•Meatball 
DELIVERY * WITHIN 30 MIN. 
•10 MIN. PICKUP 
STORE  HOURS: 
SUN-THURS 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. 
FRI & SAT      11 a.m. - 2 a.m. 
We reserve the rkjht to limit our delivery area 
Sorry, we do not accept personal checks 
~ ■ REGULAR $6.00 
|    Q» coupon pwpBa 
I...-    COUPON 
COUPON    ....^ 
'MEAL 
DEAL 
NCLUDES ANY ■ 
TWO ITEM 12" 
PIZZA AND TWO \ 
16 0Z. CUPS OF ■ 
COKE OR SPRITE! 
I 
W» IM4TV* Hi* t*$* 10    J 
lent our dotrxry we*     | 
COUPON    ...»    «...    COUPON   .. W MJ&LSJSF     ■■■■^ rH"» COUPON ■■■■! 
r      MEAL \JZML9&^ ONE 12- J   |^^^3rBUYAi6-TwoiTErJ 
DEAL 
INCLUDES ANY 
TWO ITEM 16" 
PIZZA AND FOUR 
16 OZ. CUPS OF 
COKE ORSPRITE 
SUB AND ONE 
"CUP'OF.COKE OR SPRITE 
W» roMrvt tw right to 
mONLr 
■ REGULAR $11.75 
L....     COUPON   ...^     IM...    COUPON    .... J  L.... 
IZZA AT THE REGULAR! 
PRICE AND RECEIVE A12l 
PEPPERONI PIZZA FOR ONLY! 
I I I I 
I I 
W* rau<vt tt» no^t to 
km out (Mntry au 
00 
") 
SAVE $4.25 
parcuu 
COUPON 
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